
10.1. Let us now consider the seven phonemic diphthongs of our three neutral
accents. Of course, in plain International English, we have one realization for each
of the seven diphthongs. Let us notice, once again, that they are seven, not just five,
as even most native-speaker phoneticians still seem to believe, in spite of clear and
obvious evidence of the fact that /ii, uu/ are diphthongs, too.

<is can be done even acoustically, for those who are not able to hear the
sounds, or who rely too heavily on documented ‘scientific' results, as if the results
of a trained ear would just be a case of unexpected chance (something like ‘what
a lucky fluke!').

10.2. ˙ 10.1 shows the four fronting diphthongs, for the three accents. In place
of the four expected realizations of plain International English, the American and
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˙ 10.1.  Fronting diphthongs (¬ Ã 25 and ˙ 25.2, as well).

/ø™ú§û/ (øÙ, øÉı)

/™¤ú§û/ (™I, ™¤ı)

/a™ú§û/ (aÙ, aÉı)

/ii/ (Ii)
/ii§/ (iIı), /jii/ (',iI)

/ø™ú§û/ (øÙ, øÉı)
/™¤ú§û/ (™I, ™¤ı)

/ii§/ (iIı), /jii/ (',iI)

/ii/ (Ii)

/a™ú§û/ (aÙ, aÉı)

/ø™ú§û/ (ø™ú§û)

/™¤ú§û/ (™¤ú§û)

/a™ú§û/ (a™ú§û)

/iiú§û/ (iiú§û)f
y

Y

¥



British neutral accents (as well as the native-like International accent, ° ˙ 5) have
eight, more or less di‡erent, realizations, because we cannot absolutely ignore the
taxophones before /§/.

<is might let one think that –after all– the type of (plain) International pro-
nunciation is not a ‘natural' one. But we have to state, once again, that it is far
more natural than what most books on the phonetics of English still present.

10.3. <e black markers and lines stand for the four phonemes, while the grey
markers and broken lines show the additional taxophones, or contextual variants
– /iiú§û/ y(iiú§û) Y:¥(Ii, iIı), /™¤ú§û/ y(™¤ú§û) Y:¥(™I, ™¤ı), /a™ú§û/ y(a™ú§û) Y:¥(aÙ, aÉı), /ø™ú§û/
y(ø™ú§û) Y:¥(øÙ, øÉı):

tea˚ feel /'tii, 'fii§/ y('thi;i, 'fi;i§, 'fii°) Y:¥('thI;i, 'fi;Iı, 'fiI®)
day˚ sail /'d™¤, 's™¤§/ y('d™;¤, 's™;¤§, 's™¤°) Y:¥('d™;I, 's™;¤ı, 's™¤®)
high˚ file /'ha™, 'fa™§/ y('ha;™, 'fa;™§, 'fa™°) Y:¥('ha;Ù, 'fa;Éı, 'faÉ®)
boy˚ boil /'bø™, 'bø™§/y('bø;™, 'bø;™§, 'bø™°) Y:¥('bø;Ù, 'bø;Éı, 'bøÉ®)˘

10.4. ˙ 10.2 shows the three backing diphthongs, with /aøú§û/ y(aøú§û) Y:¥(aÖúıû),
/ø¨ú§û/ y(ø¨ú§û) Y(ø¨úıû) ¥(‘¨, Ö¨ı), /uuú§û/ y(uuú§û) Y(Uu, uUı) ¥(¯u, uUı).

For the American accent, we must show also the variant with exchanged pos-
sible realizations, since they vary quite freely, although it is better to use (¯u) when
preceded by /j/, and (Uu) in the other cases, including /ˆuu/, which, in neutral
American English, stands for plain /uu/; thus, we have /ˆuu/ y(juu) Y(Uu) ¥(j¯u),
and /juu/ y(juu) Y(j¯u) ¥(j¯u) as in:
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˙ 10.2.  Backing diphthongs (¬ Ã 25, as well).

/ø¨ú§û/ (ø¨ú§û)

/aøú§û/ (aøú§û)

/aøú§û/ (aÖúıû)

/ø¨ú§û/ (ø¨úıû)

/úˆûuu/ (Uu, ¯u), /wuu/ ('muU)
/juu/ (j¯u, jUu), /új/ˆûuu§/ (úˆ/`ûuUı)

/új/ˆûuu§/ (újûuUı)

/ø¨ú§û/ (‘¨, Ö¨ı)

/új/ˆûuu/ (újû¯u), /wuu/ ('muU)

/aøú§û/ (aÖúıû)

/új/ˆûuuú§û/ (újûuuú§û)f

y

Y

¥
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new /'nˆuu/ y('nju;u) Y('nU;u) ¥('nj¯;u)
you /'juu/ y('ju;u) Y('j¯;u) ¥(j¯;u).

10.5. In addition, for neutral British English, besides the expected /uuú§û/ (¯u, uUı)
realizations, there is an important taxophone of /ø¨ú§û/, (‘¨, Ö¨ı), \ with a back-
-central round first element occurring before (ı) (which, as far as we know, no one else
had clearly shown before, except for mediatic British /ø¨§/ (OU§), given as ‘(ØU)'). In
fact, in British English, go begins as girl, rather than as goal /'gø¨, 'gÈ:≤§, 'gø¨§/ ¥('g‘;¨,
'g‘:ı, 'gÖ;¨ı).

10.6. <us, we have:
now˚ fowl /'naø, 'faø§/ y('na;ø÷ 'fa;ø§, 'faø°) Y:¥('na;Ö÷ 'fa;Öı, 'faÖ®)
go˚ goal /'gø¨, 'gø¨§/ y('gø;¨÷ 'gø;¨§, 'gø¨°) Y('gø;¨, 'gø;¨ı, 'gø¨®) ¥('g‘;¨, 'gÖ;¨ı,

'gÖ¨®)
who˚ cool /'huu, 'kuu§/ y('hu;u÷ 'khu;u§, 'khuu°) Y('hU;u÷ 'khu;Uı, 'khuU®), ¥('h¯;u÷

'khu;Uı, 'khuU®), and:
cue˚ yule /'khjuu, 'juu§/ y('khju;u÷ 'ju;u§, 'juu°) Y:¥('khj¯;u, 'khjU;u÷ 'ju;Uı, 'juU®).

10.7.  As we have already seen, the other diphthongs, even if followed by /§/, do
not change much their components, apart from those with front second elements;
besides (except for /ø¨/, which has only /§/, in neutral pronunciation), they freely
fluctuate between /§/ and /°/ (with a rarer realization of /°/ as ‘/È§/' (=ı)):

feel /'fii§/ y('fi;i§, 'fii°) Y:¥('fi;Iı, 'fiI®) 
file /'fa™§/ y('fa;™§, 'fa™°) Y:¥('fa;Éı, 'faÉ®)
sail /'s™¤§/ y('s™;¤§, 's™¤°) Y:¥('s™;¤ı, 's™¤®)
boil /'bø™§/ y('bø;™§, 'bø™°) Y:¥('bø;Éı, 'bøÉ®)
soul /'sø¨§/ y('sø;¨§, 'sø¨°) Y('sø;¨ı, 'sø¨®) ¥('sÖ;¨ı, 'sÖ¨®)
owl /'aø§/ y('a;ø§, 'aø°) Y:¥('a;Öı÷ 'aÖ®)
yule /'juu§/ y('ju;u§, 'juu°) Y:¥('ju;Uı, 'juU®) 
cool /'kuu§/ y('khu;u§, 'khuu°) Y:¥('khu;Uı, 'khuU®).

10.8.  Let us notice that the modern neutral British pronunciation di‡ers only
slightly from the more traditional one (and so there is little di‡erence from the
American one) for /ii, ™¤, a™, ø™, aø/ and even for /ii§/, as can be seen better
through a careful comparison between the British and the American vocograms.

Indeed, we have:
tea /'tii/ y('thi;i) Y:¥('thI;i) 
day /'d™¤/ y('d™;¤) Y:¥('d™;I) 
high /'ha™/ y('ha;™) Y:¥('ha;Ù) 
boy /'bø™/ y('bø;™) Y:¥('bø;Ù) 
now /'naø/ y('na;ø) Y:¥('na;Ö)
so /'sø¨/ y:Y('sø;¨) ¥('s‘;¨)
youth /'juu†/ y('juu†) Y:¥('j¯u†) 
new /'nˆuu/ y('nju;u) Y('nU;u, 'n¯;u) ¥('nj¯;u) 
who /'huu/ y('hu;u) Y('hU;u) ¥('h¯;u)˘



10.9.  In slower speech, /éé°/ –in a tune– can be realized as /ééÈ§/ y(ééÈ§)
Y:¥(éé=ı). „ile, in normal speech, /éé°/ –in a protune– generally changes into
/éé§/ y(éé§) Y:¥(ééı). Of course, this holds even more for those /éé§/ that currently
become (éé°):

trial /'t<a™°/ y('ch<a™°) Y('th<aÉ®) ¥('˛h>aÉ®) 
a trial period /È't<a™° 'p¤˘<iÈd/ y(È'ch<a;™§ 'ph¤<-iÈfl) Y(È'th<a;Éı 'ph¤<-iÈfl) ¥(È'˛h>a;Éı

'ph¤È>iÈfl)
feel /'fii§/ y('fi;i§) Y:¥('fi;Iı, 'fiI®)
I feel good /a™'fii§ 'g¨d/ y(a™'fi;i§ 'g¨;fl) Y:¥(aÙ'fi;Iı 'g¨;fl)˘

10.10.  Of course, the most peculiar diphthong in the British accent is /ø¨/
(‘¨), whose first element is central and unrounded (if not followed by (ı), where
we find (Ö¨ı)); while in American pronunciation (and International, as well) it is
back and rounded, (ø¨):

No, Joe won't go /'nø¨. 'Gø¨, 'wø¨nt 'gø¨./ y:Y('nø;¨23 'Gø;¨2 'wø¨˙ 'gø;¨23) ¥('n‘;¨3 3
'G‘;¨2 5w‘¨˙ 'g‘;¨3 3).

10.11.  In the British accent, at the beginning of the twentieth century, (o¨)
was widespread; until the fifties it was (P¨), always with lip rounding, while (È¨,
‘¨), at that time, sounded rather a‡ected. In mediatic British pronunciation, we
have /ø¨{§}/ (∆¨, OU{§}) (¬ ˙ 56.2) – generally (OU§v) also for /Ø§v/.

10.12.  Let us add that, mainly in quicker (British and American) speech, un-
stressed -owing˚ -ower˚ /’ø¨¤˙, ’ø¨È≤/ become ¥(-È¤˙÷ -È‘, -Èå|) Y(-P¤˙÷ -P≥), as in follow-
ing and follower\ ('fØl-È¤˙, 'fØl-È‘, -Èå|) (Y('fAl-P¤˙, -P≥)). 

Rarer items like foraying and forayer˚ for /’™¤¤˙÷ ’™¤È≤/, have ¥(-É¤˙÷ -É‘, -Éå|, Y-É≥):
('fØ>-¤˙÷ -É‘, -Éå|) Y('fA<-¤˙÷ -É≥, 'fO;-<É≥) (less often stressed as: ¥(fØ'>™¤˙, fÈ-÷ -'>™¤‘, -'>™¤å|
Y(fA'<™¤≥, fO-, fÈ-)). Besides, convoying˚ convoyer˚ for /’ø™¤˙÷ ’ø™È≤/, have ¥('khØMvÖ¤˙÷
'khØMvÖ‘, -Öå|) Y('khAMvÖ¤˙÷ -vÖ≥) (less often as: ¥(kØM'vø;¤˙÷ -'vøÙ‘, -'vøÙå|) Y(kAM-
'vø;¤˙÷ -'vøÙ≥)). Satisfying and satisfyer˚ for /’a™¤˙÷ ’a™È≤/, have ¥('sxt-¤sfå¤˙÷ -få‘, -fåå|)
Y('sx4-Èsfå¤˙÷ -få≥) (but: ¥('sxt-¤s&få;¤˙÷ -&få;‘, -&få;å|) Y('sx4-Ès&få;¤˙÷ -&få;≥)).

Also /’a™˘§/ (å‘§), as in missile ¥('m¤s-å‘ı) Y('m¤s-®). Even /’ø™˘§/ may become (PX§)
(mainly in a protune and losing (&): tur(&)moil], as in turmoils of emotions ¥('th‘;-
mPX§zÈ vÈ'm‘¨SóΩ) Y('th≥;mPX§zÈ vÈ'mø¨SóΩ). We may even find /’aøÈ≤/ ¥(å√) Y(å√<)
(again in a protune and losing (&): Schopen(&)hauer), as in as Schopenhauer wrote ¥(ÈΩ-
'S‘¨põhå√ '>‘¨t, ÈΩ'SØp-) Y(ÈΩ'Sø¨põhå√< '<ø¨t).
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˙ 10.3.  Reduced forms of shortened unstressed triphthongs, in quicker speech (see Ã 30).

/’ø¨È≤/ ¥(-È‘, -Èå|) Y(-P≥)

/’ø™È≤/ ¥(-Ö‘, -Öå|) Y(-Ö≥)

/’ø¨¤˙/ ¥(-È¤˙) Y(-P¤˙)

/’ø™¤˙/ (-Ö¤˙)/’™¤È≤/ ¥(-É‘, -Éå|) Y(-É≥)
/’™¤¤˙/ (-É¤˙)

/’ø™˘§/ (-ÖX§)

/’a™˘§/ ¥(-å‘ı), /’a™¤˙/ (-å¤˙)
/’a™È≤/ ¥(-å‘, -åå|) Y(-å≥)

/’aøÈ≤/ ¥(-å√) Y(-å√<)


